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Introduction: 

The spirit of the Lord GOD is upon me, 
because the LORD has anointed me; 

He has sent me to bring good news to the afflicted, 
to bind up the brokenhearted, 

To proclaim liberty to the captives, 
release to the prisoners, 

To announce a year of favor from the LORD 
and a day of vindication by our God; 

To comfort all who mourn; 
to place on those who mourn in Zion 

a diadem instead of ashes, 
To give them oil of gladness instead of mourning, 

a glorious mantle instead of a faint spirit. Isaiah 61:1-3d 
 

Isaiah gave his prophesies in the 8th century before Christ, inspired by the Holy Spirit, passed down 
orally for over two thousand years, foretelling the arrival of the Savior, foretelling the new 
covenant in His body and blood.   

How can we possibly proclaim his inspired message without overwhelming joy and reverence?  

Isaiah, Jeremiah, Paul – these were all real people, who lived, prophesied, and wrote letters of 
admonition and training, many centuries ago. Their living words, inspired by the Holy Spirit, have 
been proclaimed through the ages.  Inspired by the Holy Spirit, from generation to generation, the 
spoken Word of the Lord has been passed down to us. Before us, St. Peter, St. Paul, and even Jesus, 
proclaimed the Word of the Lord to the assembly in the synagogue. We are following in that 
tradition. 

Our human condition yearns to hear the spoken word.  Try this test - read a section of the Bible to 
yourself.  Now stand and read it aloud.  Notice the difference between the Word as read 
internally to yourself, and the Word as heard.  Now add yet a greater dimension, consider the 
Proclaimed Word, the Word of God that is interpreted orally by one who has prayed over it and 
studied its context.  There is a huge difference between reading the Word to yourself, or even 
speaking the Word to others, and proclaiming the Word. We are called to proclaim the Word. 

What skill set is needed? 

• Understanding of the Readings  
• A voice that projects 
• Presence before the assembly 
• Practice and preparation 
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• Physical voice skill 
 

As lectors we must use these skills in the art of “oral interpretation”. But what is the art of oral 
interpretation?  

Oral Interpretation is "the expression and sharing of literature with an audience". As a lector, you 
are the liaison between the writer of the literature and the congregation responding to it. To 
accomplish this effectively, you need to study the readings, understand the readings, and develop 
voice control to aid in the delivery and interpretation of the readings. 

In short, in the process of oral interpretation, the lector must use his or her knowledge and 
understanding of the reading and his or her vocal delivery skill, to convey the depth and beauty and 
fullness of what the author intended.  It is not appropriate to alter the text in any way or to 
embellish the text with hand gestures or other dramatic tools, outside of the voice and facial 
expression. Your voice is the tool to bring the author’s meaning to the audience.  

Preparation, Preparation, Preparation: 

We cannot help but feel reverence as we approach and break open the ancient text inspired by God 
and written by prophets and saints. 

In preparing, read the reading to yourself once or twice; then read it aloud. Try to listen to the 
sound of your voice, instead of only the voice in your head.  Try recording yourself practicing the 
Reading and listen to the recording. You will then be able to hear yourself; the inflections, perhaps 
the flatness of your voice, the speed of your reading, etc. This will give you an idea of how you 
sound to others.  

Read to your spouse or a friend ahead of time and ask for their critique on what you are doing well, 
and what changes can be of help for a better understanding by the listener. When you come to a 
word that is unfamiliar to you, check the right pronunciation at the USCCB audio website 
(www.usccb.org/bible/readings-audio.cfm). Practice saying it aloud 5 times, and then read that 
phrase over several times aloud, so that your mind and tongue get trained in how the word is 
spoken. Then go back and read the entire reading aloud. 

How many times should you practice as you prepare? Five? Ten? It is hard to imagine that you 
could over-prepare.  But never presume that going over the Readings a few times in the Sacristy 
before Mass will suffice! 

Here are a few important points to follow: 

1. Read the text, as if you were next going to explain it.  Of necessity this means that you must 
read slowly - we almost always read too fast - slow down so you can convey all the sounds of 
the words clearly in the microphone and so that even the listener with hearing problems can 
understand (remember that we are an aging parish). 

2. Use significant appropriate pauses, so the listener can take it in. 
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3. Alter your voice for a new character or speaker within the Reading, or for a new topic in the 
text. 

4. Read with appropriate vocal expressive effect – you should not be over-dramatic, and thereby 
alter the meaning of the text, but rarely is anyone over-dramatic. 

Different Types of Readings: 

It is also important to speak, or to proclaim differently, depending on what text is being conveyed: 

1. The Introductory Welcome - you are the first person to officially welcome the assembly - you 
are setting the tone for the Parish and the liturgy. Welcome all attendees with enthusiasm. Give 
a personal invitation to those who are there to worship. Show the assembly your joy by inviting 
them to worship with us. And with your smile, show them that your community, the St. Joan of 
Arc community, is happy that they chose to worship with us this day.  Note - please make 
certain that you know the correct pronunciation of all names you read, whether the celebrants 
or the persons for whom the Mass is being offered. The families of those remembered at the 
Mass will deeply appreciate that your reading reflects that you know who their loved one was. 

2. The Readings (the Word) - you are the conduit for the spoken Word of God, to honor the 
spoken tradition, the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, the honored men and women who, in 
carrying on this sacred  tradition have passed on the Word through the Ages.  Always 
approach the Reading with reverence.  You must have an understanding of the context and the 
message that the sacred author intended.  Be a sign to the assembly of the holiness of the 
moment by your dress, demeanor, posture, and love of the scriptures.  Be inspirational; your 
goal should be that the entire assembly understands what was intended by the author, and is 
uplifted through a greater understanding of scripture. 

Additionally, each type of reading demands a different approach for the spoken word - the 
cadence and sounds of poetry are not at all appropriate for the Letters of Paul for example. The 
Stories from the Acts of the Apostles are just that - stories that need to be told to the assembly, 
that is hungry to hear what happened at the early Church at Antioch, or how the followers of 
Jesus first became known as Christians: 

Letters:  i.e., the Epistles: (advice, admonition, religious education): 

Go back to the entire Letter or Epistle and try to get an understanding of who the audience 
was and why the Letter was being written at that time by St. Paul or the author of the Letter; 
what was the situation that triggered this Letter?  Take extra time to proclaim the reading 
if necessary, due to the complicated sentence structure. Pause briefly at commas separating 
complicated phrases, to let the congregation take in the meaning. 

Poetry: i.e., Ecclesiastes, Wisdom, Psalms: 

The imagery and depth of feeling simply cannot be ignored.  Much of the poetic sacred 
literature makes extensive use of parallelism, rhythm and beautiful imagery, and speaks of 
the desires of the human heart and the longing for God. These Readings should bring as 
much joy to the one proclaiming them as to the listener. Take your time and understand 
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both the message and the manner in which the author expresses it, and share that insight 
with the assembly through your voice. 

Stories: i.e., Exodus, Acts of the Apostles: 

Have you ever read a story to a young child? You lower your voice; you look them in the 
eye, you pause at the dramatic parts, you draw them in. And in response they wait on every 
word of the story, whether it is the first time they have heard it, or the one hundredth.  
When the Reading is a story it should be delivered in the same way.  Read the entire Bible 
story as you prepare and understand how your portion fits in.  Express with your voice the 
love, outrage, wonder, pain that is occurring in the story.  Do not be afraid to express with 
your interpretation the drama of the story being retold. 

3. Prayers of the Faithful:  You are praying with your community - make it real - do not read the 
intentions by rote.  Make sure you pronounce the names of those we are praying for correctly.  
Take your time - some of the intentions are somewhat long and contain complex prefaces to the 
operative intention. Again, "prepare, prepare, prepare". 

4. Announcements:  This is your Parish, your community, your bake sale or Festival or Boy 
Scout popcorn sale – your event. Read the announcement to your Parish in a friendly, 
enthusiastic and joyful manner - as one who is interested in what is being announced. 

The Mechanics: 

You are to bring to life the text, God’s Word; not to shine a light on yourself. You are called to 
empty yourself, to be a "holy interpreter," to give up yourself completely so that the text might 
have life. By your becoming merely a conduit, the Words of the sacred authors can come alive to 
the assembly of God. 

1. Pray: 

As a starting point, everything that a lector does centers on Prayer.  The text that you 
study, prepare for, and joyfully and reverently proclaim is a prayer, which takes place 
during the greatest prayer that we have, the Mass.  Pray over your Readings; pray for the 
assistance of the Holy Spirit; pray for understanding; pray for the humility to empty 
yourself so that through you, others might hear and love the Word of God. 

2. The Voice: 

There are a number of good sources that set forth the vocal and interpretive skill 
requirements that a lector must have to properly proclaim the Word.  In "The Ministry of 
Lectors" by James A. Wallace, he identifies the importance of proficiency in voice quality, 
vocal variety, rhythm, intonation, diction, pace, pause and eye contact to fulfill the ministry 
and assist the assembly in hearing and understanding the spoken Word.  The "Workbook 
for Lectors" in the introductory section, contains a brief explanation of many of these same 
skill requirements. 
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Developing these skills is not easy; it takes practice, study, and to some extent, an inherent 
ability.  But these skills are essential in order to fulfill the ministry.  Review the materials 
outlining these skills, work on them, strive to constantly improve in your ability to serve in 
the ministry of lector. 

Use pauses and silences for dramatic effect.  “The Word of God is truly present in the 
Proclaimed Word; and the Spirit of God is truly present in the silences.” Guide for Lectors, 
p. 27. 

3. Dress Appropriately: 

Dress like you are going to an event to be honored, as if you were meeting the Pope or a 
King. Jesus our King is present at every Mass. 

Dress in a manner that conveys the importance and solemnity of the ministry you are 
fulfilling. We are all susceptible to influences of "sign and symbol". If a speaker is dressed 
casually he/she is conveying to the congregation that this sacred liturgy is not that 
important. 

Dress in a manner to honor both the task you are undertaking, and the Saints and Prophets 
who have led the way in giving us that which we yearn to hear. 

Men – should wear a suit or sport coat and tie, and full length pants. 

Women – should wear a jacket or jacket-type tops if wearing slacks. Women should not 
have bare arms or shoulders. Hemlines should come to the knee, as the congregation is 
sitting at a lower level than the lector. 

4. Posture: 

Stand erect, hands on the podium. 

Do not pick up or cradle the Book, lean or slouch against the podium, cross your legs or 
fidget. 

Again, remember the importance of "sign and symbol". You are reading sacred text, the 
Word of God inspired by the Holy Spirit. Your body language should convey your 
reverence for the Sacred Scripture. 

5. Approaching and leaving the Podium: 

Be timely in reaching the podium. The Congregation wants to hear the Word - they do not 
want to watch the lector make a long slow procession to the ambo which focuses attention 
on the lector. 

Be respectful in your gestures (the way you carry the Book can remind someone that you 
are carrying sacred text, as opposed to, perhaps, a novel). 
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Bow deeply to the Altar or genuflect - do not rush. 

Pause briefly and clear your thoughts. Pray for the Holy Spirit's help, and then begin to 
read. 

At the end of the reading, silently count slowly to 3: "one-thousand-one, 
one-thousand-two, one-thousand-three"  then look up at the congregation and say "The 
Word of the Lord." 

On leaving, again be timely - no need to rush, but no need to distract from the next part of 
the Mass. 

If you are doing both readings and are stepping down from the pulpit during the 
Responsorial, stand erect and with folded hands at the side of the podium at the lower level 
- you will be inconspicuous, as attention will be on the Cantor, but you will be able to 
quickly again get up to the Podium 

6.     Division of Lector Duties: 

Lector #1 reads the First Reading and the Prayers of the Faithful, and announces to the 
congregation where in the Hymnal the Readings are located. Lector #1 also carries the 
Book of the Gospels in the Procession, unless there is a Deacon present. If the Deacon is 
carrying the Book of the Gospels, then Lector #1 enters with the Procession, behind the 
Deacon, with a hymnal singing the processional song. 

Lector #2 announces the Mass Intentions, the Celebrant’s name, and invites the 
congregation to rise, and to introduce themselves to those around them.  Lector #2 also 
reads the Second Reading and any announcements.  Lector #2 should leave the Sacristy 
and proceed to the Ambo about 10 seconds before the Mass start time. 

Sources to help you prepare: 

“Workbook for Lectors, Gospel Readers and Proclaimers of the Word.”  At the beginning of the 
Workbook there is an introductory section outlining some basics for the Ministry of the Word. 
This is a great source for studying and refreshing yourself on the preparation needed in prayer, 
study and delivery of the spoken Word.  It includes all the readings for the year, with key 
pronunciation and contextual information to help you understand the Reading and proclaim the 
Word with full joy and reverence (and professionalism!). 

USCCB Audio (http://www.usccb.org/bible/readings-audio.cfm) - every reading for every day of 
the year is presented as spoken Word - you can check here and listen for how a word with which 
you are unfamiliar is pronounced. 

“Guide For Lectors” The Liturgical Ministry Series, by Virginia Meagher and Paul Turner, is a 
very good resource for lectors and is available from St. Joan.  Please obtain a copy and review it.  
It has a great historical explanation of the ministry of the lector and very good instructions for 
proclaiming well the Word of the Lord. 
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"The Ministry of Lectors" by James A. Wallace - this little book, originally printed in 2004, second 
edition 2017, is a good explanation of the Ministry of the Lector. 

The Word Among Us Daily Readings or The Magnificat Daily Readings (monthly publications 
available by subscription) - both often have insights in the daily meditation on the background of 
the Reading. 

Annotated Bible - go back to the text itself.  Read the entire chapter of the Reading and the 
footnotes. This can be invaluable in gaining an insight into the context in which the Reading 
occurs. 

Becoming a Lector at St. Joan of Arc: 

Once a year (early Fall) there is a mandatory Lector Training session. We will be bringing in 
speakers to help us all understand the ministry of the lector and improve our skills and abilities.  
Additionally, approximately a week or so after the Training session there will be small group 
practice sessions, where lectors will meet in groups of five or six, and take turns proclaiming a 
Reading to this small group; each member of the small group will take a turn reading and all will 
offer constructive critiques of each reader. 

Each lector must attend the mandatory Training session and one small group practice session in 
order to be eligible to lector during the weekend liturgies. 

Lectors may indicate their preference for various weeks and Mass times on the sign-up software. 
The assignments will then be sent out to all the lectors.  Lectors for the major Holy Day Liturgies 
(Christmas, Easter, Holy Thursday, Palm Sunday, etc.) will be assigned by the Pastoral Staff. 

Once assigned, if you cannot make your assigned Mass, you must get a substitute from the list of 
lectors.  If you cannot get a substitute you must call the other lector at the assigned Mass and 
kindly ask if they will do both readings 

 

Tips: 

1. Practice your Reading every day for the week leading up to your lector assignment. 

2. Many Readings start with the words: “Brothers and Sisters”.  Consider looking out at the 
congregation when you speak these words. 

3. Especially with regard to the second Reading, it is often helpful in preparing and 
understanding the Reading to reread the Readings from the week before and to read the 
Readings of the following week as well. 

4. When you arrive at the podium, pause only briefly, then begin. 

5. At the end of the Reading, pause and count to three, and then look up at the congregation 
and say: "The Word of the Lord" 
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6. If you are the first lector, leave the pew mid-way through the opening prayer (at the words: 
"Through our Lord Jesus Christ, who lives and reigns...") 

7. If you are the second lector leave your pew at the third response to the Responsorial, unless 
the children are leaving Mass for the Children's Liturgy of the Word, in which case, leave 
the pew as the children are leaving the Church. 

8. If you are reading the Prayers of the Faithful, leave your pew at the phrase "I believe in the 
Holy Spirit, the Holy Catholic Church..." and at the conclusion of the Prayers of the 
Faithful remain at the ambo with head bowed while the Priest finishes his prayer.  
Announce the "loose change collection"  and then proceed back to your pew. 

9. When you get your assignment, prepare for both Readings – you never know if, in light of 
an emergency, you might have to fill in for the other assigned Lector at the last minute.  

10. During the weekday Masses, the lector reads the Responsorial. Many of the Responsorials 
are poems, exuding beautiful imagery and strong meaning. Read each one with inflection, 
understanding and feeling. Lead the assembly with the Response, each and every time; you 
have the Response written before you, they may not, and are relying on you. Again 
remember, we are an aging Parish, and further, even younger Parishioners may find it 
difficult to remember long Responses. 

11. Solicit feedback from fellow lectors and parishioners, and share feedback with each other. 


